Sequential decision algorithms are investigated for individual data sequences, with various application areas. Simple universal schemes arz known to approach optimality as fast as n-l log n , where n is the sample size. For the finite-alphabet case, schemes that are implementable by finite-state machines (FSM's), are studied. It is shown that Markovian machines with sufficiently long memory an nearly as good as any randomized FSM. For the continnous-valued case, a useful class of parametric schemes is discussed with application to the recursive least squares (RLS) algorithm.
Summary
Various problems in information theory and signal processing are associated with selecting a good strategy b, for minimizing an additive loss funchon Cfcl Z(b,,x,). While the data x1,xz. ... normally flows sequentially, the best strategy (within some class) for this sequence depends on the entire sequence, and hence cannot be anticipated. Nevertheless, it has been observed in some applicahons, that applying the best strategy for the data observed so far is asymptohcally as good as the best fixed strategy that could have been chosen in retrospect.
Moreover, the performance of this dynamic policy is within 0 (n-' log n) close to optimality, uniformly for every possible n -sequence.
One example is sequential universal data compression. Let x X Z , . . . , x,, be a bmary string. Let n, (0) and n, (1) denote counts of '0' and 'l', respecuvely, along the t 6rst symbols. Define p , ( x ) = (nt (x) + 1/2)/(t+l), x = 0,1, as the respective empirical probabilities of '0' and '1'. Then, it is well known that
The left hand side is the normalized length of a codeword associated with a sequential Shannon encoder based on current empirical letter probab data observed so far. The first term on the right is the empirical entropy associated with x" , which corresponds to the minimum normalized codeword length associated with a fixed codebook that one could have achieved if he knew a-priori {pn ( X ) ]~~, J .
The 0 (n-llog n ) term is the loss in performance due to sequentiality. Eq. (1) can be formalized as a sequential minimization problem, where
is -log b for x=;O and -log (1-6) for n=l, and where b E (0,Il.
Another application of (1) is sequential gambling where at each round f the player doubles the fraction of the current capital S, wagered on the next outcome, i.e., St+l = 2bS, if x,+l= 0 and St+* = 2(1-b)S, if & + I = 1. It is easy to see that the exponential growth rate n-'lOg& of the capital is the average of l-Z(b,x,),whereZc;) isasbefore.
Portfolio selection for optimal investment is an extension of the above described gambling problem, where S, is distributed over m investmen! opportunities according to some portfolio b E lRm , a vector of weights summing to unity. The stock market at day t is given by a vector x, E lRm with components, x: , representing the retum per monetary unit allocated to stock i at day t . The yield per unit invested is the weighted average of retum ratios, i.e., b'x,, where $# denotes transposition. Thus, the exponential growth rate n-l logs, of the capital is the time-average of Z(b,x,)=log(b#x,). In [l] a sequenual portfolio selection scheme is proposed for bounded market vector sequences. which is again as good as the ophmal fixed investment policy up to a term of 0 (n-' log n). The proof in 111, however, relies heavily on special properties of the function log ( 6 '~) .
In [2] a result in the same spirit is established for predxtion of binary sequences, where predictors are soug;t that uniformly minimize the fraction of errors. The strategy b, is an estimate x ,+I of x,+l and Z ( i x,+~) is the indicator function of an error. Again, the techniques in [2] an specific to this particular loss function. These examples are all special cases of the sequential compound decision problem (SCDP), which was first presented by Robbins [31 and has been thoroughly investigated since then by many researchers. The setup of the SCDP is more general because it assumes that the observer sees noisy versions of (x, ). Upper bounds have been developed in the literature (see, e.g., references in [4]) on the decay rate of the difference between the average loss associated with the best sequential strategy and that of the best fixed strategy. The scope of these Department of Electrical Engineering -Systems Tel Aviv University, Tel Aviv 69978, ISRAEL results has been later extended (see, e.g., [5]) and sequential decision procedures have been developed whose performance is nearly as good as that of the best kth order Markovian (rather than fixed) strategy, i.e., the best strategy that depends on the k preceding outcomes. While the Markovian strategy is plausible when the sequence has a "Markov structure" [5] , it has not yet been justified rigorously for a general sequence.
Our first result serves as a step towards such a jusuficauon. For simplicity, we assume (x, ) to be directly accessible (without noise) as m the above examples, and we consider strategw that are implementable by a deterministic M -state machine. We extend Theorem 2 of [6] and show that for a sufficiently large k (independently of the data) and any M-state machine, the best k th order Markov machine performs within E as good as the M -state machine. This means that in the limit as k +-, a Markovian machine is as good as the best deterministic FSM.
As a result, one can gradually increase the Markov order at a logarithmic rate independently of the parucular sequence, and guarantee convergence to the hmit as M -w of the minimum loss attainable by M-state machines for an inlirute sequence. This result further extends and it tums out that determlnisuc Markovian machines compete successfully with every randomized FSM in the sense of minimizing the expected value of n -l~~= l Z ( b f~l )
where the expectation is with respect to the randomization. For more general performance cnteria, however, it is demonstrated that this principle does not necessanly hold, This property of Markovian strategies is then utilized in order to relate the least asymptotic loss achievable by FSM's over individual sequences to that of the probabilistic case where any limitations on the allowed nonanticipating strategies are relaxed. Specifically, following Algoet [6], where the Shannon-McMillanBrieman theorem has been extended to a-general sequential decidion problem under a stationary ergodic regime, we show thdt these two quantities agree with probability one over an infinite sequence.
Markovian schemes are useful also in conhnuous alphabet applications. One familiar example is rediction under the mean squared error (MSE) mtenon, 
